We present thermodynamic crystallization and melting models and calculate phase change velocities in Ge2Sb2Te5 based on kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. The calculated phase change velocities are strong functions of grain size, with smaller grains beginning to melt at lower temperatures. Phase change velocities are continuous functions of temperature which determine crystallization and melting rates. Hence, set and reset times as well as power and peak current requirements for switching are strong functions of grain size. Grain boundary amorphization can lead to a sufficient increase in cell resistance for small-grain phase change materials even if the whole active region does not completely amorphize. Isolated grains left in the amorphous regions, the quenched-in nuclei, facilitate templated crystal growth and significantly reduce set times for phase change memory cells. We demonstrate the significance of heterogeneous melting through 2-D electrothermal simulations coupled with a dynamic materials phase change model. Our results show reset and set times on the order of ~1 ns for 30 nm wide confined nanocrystalline (7.5 nm -25 nm radius crystals) phase change memory cells.
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We present thermodynamic crystallization and melting models and calculate phase change velocities in Ge2Sb2Te5 based on kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. The calculated phase change velocities are strong functions of grain size, with smaller grains beginning to melt at lower temperatures. Phase change velocities are continuous functions of temperature which determine crystallization and melting rates. Hence, set and reset times as well as power and peak current requirements for switching are strong functions of grain size. Grain boundary amorphization can lead to a sufficient increase in cell resistance for small-grain phase change materials even if the whole active region does not completely amorphize. Isolated grains left in the amorphous regions, the quenched-in nuclei, facilitate templated crystal growth and significantly reduce set times for phase change memory cells. We demonstrate the significance of heterogeneous melting through 2-D electrothermal simulations coupled with a dynamic materials phase change model. Our results show reset and set times on the order of ~1 ns for 30 nm wide confined nanocrystalline (7.5 nm -25 nm radius crystals) phase change memory cells.
Solids tend to melt heterogeneously: the liquid phase initially forms at high energy sites such as grain boundaries and material interfaces. While many materials heat ~20% above their melting temperature (Tmelt) before the liquid phase forms within the bulk solid, heterogeneous melting may occur below Tmelt
1
. In this manuscript, we consider the impacts of heterogeneous melting on phase change memory (PCM). PCM is a non-volatile memory technology which stores information as the low resistivity crystalline or high resistivity amorphous phase of a material (Fig. 1) . PCM retention, endurance, and speed depend on the physics underlying crystallization and melting. We model temperature and grain size dependent phase change velocities in Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST), a common phase change material, based on kinetic and thermodynamic parameters. We incorporate heterogeneous melting into a finite element phase change model coupled with electrothermal physics [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and show that it can account for the experimentally demonstrated PCM performance improvement with decreasing grain size 8, 9 . Tmelt is the temperature at which the Gibbs free energy difference between bulk liquid and crystalline phases (Δglc) is zero. However, melting becomes thermodynamically favorable below Tmelt at crystal interfaces. The Gibbs free energy of a spherical crystal surrounded by liquid (ΔGcrys) is calculated by classical nucleation theory as
where r is the crystal radius and γlc is the energy penalty at a liquid-crystal interface (Fig. 2a). (1) has extrema at r = 0 and r = rc, the critical radius:
Crystals with r < rc are subcritical and can reduce ΔGcrys by shrinking, i.e. melting. rc increases with T: Δglc decreases with increasing T, crossing 0 at Tmelt. γlc is difficult to measure in GST and often used as a fitting parameter; however, γlc increases with T in metals as well as in the semiconductors Si and Ge [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Here, we use γlc = 75 mJ/m 2 , a temperatureindependent value which allows classical nucleation theory to accurately model nucleation and growth in GST over a wide temperature range 15 . 1 nm and 10 nm radius GST grains become subcritical at ~640 K and ~840 K, respectively, with
Fig. 1:
The crystal-to-amorphous transition in a PCM mushroom cell using (a-d) homogenous and (e-h) heterogeneous melting resulting in a reset-to-initial resistance ratio of ~200 and ~100, respectively. (Fig. 2b) . Grain boundary melting may be thermodynamically favorable below Tmelt (pre-melting) even for supercritical grains (r > rc) if 2 + < , (3) where w is the width of liquid formed and γcc is the crystallinecrystalline interface (grain boundary) energy penalty. Not all grain boundaries pre-melt at the same temperature since γcc depends on the misorientation between grains, as calculated via phase field crystal simulations 16 and shown experimentally with colloidal crystals 17 . While (3) presents a thermodynamic pathway for only a finite w, a supercritical grain may become subcritical while pre-melting and consequently melt entirely.
Regardless of the underlying mechanism, melting is a transient process and requires kinetic and thermodynamic parameters to model. We model phase change velocity (v) as:
where vkinetic is the kinetic upper limit, R is the gas constant, and Δg is the non-negative thermodynamic driving force. (4) is appropriate for atomically rough interfaces 18 , predicts a smooth derivative of v as crystallization transitions to melt at Δg = 0 18 , and has been used to model crystallization dynamics in glass formers including GST 19, 20 . We model vkinetic for GST as in Orava et. al 20 : the temperature dependence is determined from ultra-fast digital scanning calorimetry 20 , and vkinetic(900 K) is calculated from the liquid viscosity given by molecular dynamics simulations (η(900 K) ≈ 1.1 mPa s) 21 . We calculate Δg from Δglc, which is thermodynamically related to the differences in enthalpy (Δhlc) and entropy (Δslc) between phases:
Δhlc and Δslc can be calculated from the difference in specific heat between phases (Δcp,lc):
where Tx and Ty are temperatures at which Δhlc and Δslc are known. We treat the amorphous and liquid phases as a single material with a sharp change in thermodynamic parameters at the glass transition temperature (Tglass = 431 K 22 ), neglecting the dependence of these parameters and Tglass on thermal history 23 . We model liquid and crystalline specific heats such that Δcp,lc accounts for the difference in the latent heats of fusion and crystallization 9 ( Fig. 3a) . We use Δhlc(916 K) = 128.9 J/g 22 and Δslc(Tmelt) = Δhlc(Tmelt)/Tmelt as our known values (Tmelt = 855 K 24 ) and calculate Δhlc(T), Δslc(T), and Δglc(T) (Fig. 3b) . We calculate phase change velocities using Δglc for bulk (v∞) and Δgcrys for crystals with radius r (vr):
where m is molar mass, Vol is volume, and d is mass density. We also use mGST and dGST 8to convert Δglc from J/g to J/mol before using it in (4). v is a continuous function which changes sign at the size dependent critical temperature (i.e. when r = rc, Fig. 2b ), implemented using Δgcl = -Δglc (Fig. 3c) . Smaller grains are expected to melt faster or crystallize slower. Hence using v∞, as in the simulations below, gives a lower bound for melting and an upper bound for crystallization velocities. We model heat transfer and current continuity to simulate PCM device operation including thermoelectric effects 26 :
where k is thermal conductivity, V is electric potential, J is current density, S is the Seebeck coefficient, qH is the latent heat of phase change 27 , and σ is electrical conductivity. We model phase change similarly as in Woods et. al 2, 3 , which we briefly describe here before discussing updates that 
The phase of the material (CD) is defined by the sum of components: CD = Σ(CDi) = 0 for the amorphous/liquid or 1 for the crystalline phase. Grain orientation is given by the distribution of CDi values (Fig 4a) , with grain boundaries defined where |∇CD ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ | > 5×10 -3 nm -1 . Nucleationi randomly generates nuclei at a temperature dependent rate. Growthi has a stability term (stbli) which drives CD to 0 or 1 and a diffusivity term (diffi) which grows grains outwards:
where αstbl = 0.8 nm -1 and αdiff = -0.2 nm are constants, pwstbl and pwdiff are piecewise control functions (Fig 5) , and v is the phase change velocity. A valley in pwstbl prevents small perturbations above 0 from triggering crystallization (Fig 5a  inset) . Nucleation or templated growth from an adjacent crystal is required to escape this well. Melti brings CDi (and thus CD) to 0 when T > Tmelt:
where αmelt = -1 ns -1 is a constant and (T > Tmelt) is a step function (0 to 1 over a 1 K window centered at Tmelt).
In this work, we use a 2-vector ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ , which is sufficient to capture grain boundaries while reducing the number of equations solved. We use CD = √ 2 + 2 2 instead of CD = Σ(CDi), fixing all crystalline vectors at an equal length in CD-space and ensuring that their lengths approach zero (they melt) at the same rate (Fig 4b) . Nucleationi generates nuclei with a random angle (10° ≤ θCD ≤ 80°). θCD can be mapped to a physical grain orientation (θphys) with a function that depends on the dimensionality and crystalline structure of interest, e.g. to a range of 0° ≤ θphys < 90° for 2-D simple cubic structures or 0° ≤ θphys < 60° for 2-D hexagonal structures. We define grain boundaries wherever there is a high gradient in θCD (| θCD| > 2.9 °/nm). We update v(T) from the velocity curve given by Burr et. al 25 to v∞(T). The two curves are qualitatively similar for T < Tmelt, but v∞(T) has a higher peak velocity and is also defined for T > Tmelt (Fig. 3c) . We initiate melting at grain boundaries and material interfaces by modifying Melti:
where HM is 1 at heterogeneous melting sites (grain boundaries and material interfaces) and 0 elsewhere. We modify stbli to have a stability valley at CD ⪅ 1 when T > Tmelt to maintain well-defined grains during melt (Fig 5c) :
. (15) We use the sign function (-1/+1/0 for negative/positive/0 arguments, respectively) in (15) to properly call control functions with the non-negative CD = √ 2 + 2 2 if CDi becomes negative due to numerical errors. We can control the temperature at which melting begins (Tmelt), the time required for a liquid layer to form between grains (via αmelt), and the melting rate [v(T), T > Tmelt] with this framework.
To demonstrate this updated model, we first simulate heterogeneous melting of a polycrystalline 2-D 200 nm square (20 nm out of plane depth) by setting T = 900 K (Fig  6) . A liquid layer forms at grain boundaries and around the We use a regular array of equally sized grains for the initial crystallinity conditions rather than a random grain map so that we can explicitly define grain size (Fig 7a) . We vary the durations of square current pulses with 0.1 ns rise and fall times for reset and set of devices with 7.5 nm, 15 nm, and 25 nm radius grains. The devices achieve a reset resistance increase (R/RInitial) of >10 2 in 4.2 ns when r = 7.5 nm but require 5.2 ns to reach this contrast when r = 15 nm or 25 nm (Fig 7b, Fig 8) . We use devices reset to similar R/RInitial for set comparisons. 7.5 nm grains set more quickly due to templated growth from quenched-in crystals when R/RInitial ≈ 20 (Fig 7c, Fig 9) . However, fewer quenched-in crystals remain after stronger resets, increasing the resistance ratio and set times: set is achieved through templated growth from crystalline fronts at the top and bottom contacts. Wang et. al 8 experimentally showed a trend of decreased reset and set times as radii decreased from 8.5 nm to 5 nm but achieved sub-nanosecond reset while requiring ~50 ns for set. The longer reset and shorter set times in our simulations are consistent with a v∞ that underestimates melting velocities but overestimates crystallization velocities, resulting in less melting during reset, more crystallization while cooling after reset, and faster crystallization during set.
In conclusion, we have proposed and studied heterogeneous melting as a mechanism for improved PCM performance as grain size decreases. Smaller grains result in more phase change sites acting simultaneously, decreasing reset and set times. The models presented are for Ge2Sb2Te5, but temperature and grain size dependent phase change velocities for other materials can be calculated given the appropriate thermodynamic (cp,l, cp,c, Δhlc(Tx), and Tmelt) and kinetic [η(T)] parameters. Fig 7. (a) Schematic illustration of geometry and initial and boundary conditions used in simulations. Iapp is a square pulse with 0.1 ns rise and fall times and a magnitude of 500 μA for reset or 50 μA for set. (b) Crystal maps of initial conditions and after reset with 3 different pulse durations (τReset) for 7.5 nm, 15 nm, and 25 nm grains. The amorphous area (and hence reset resistance) increases with τReset. The Initial column is used for RInitial in Fig 8 and Fig 9. A ~20x increase in cell resistance requires a 4.1 ns reset pulse for 7.5 nm grains and a 4.2 ns reset pulse for 15 nm or 25 nm grains (dashed borders). (c) Quenched-in crystals embedded in the amorphous GST in the r = 7.5 nm case grow simultaneously, allowing for shorter set times. 'Set' resistance after a square current pulse (50 μA magnitude and τSet duration) beginning with ~20x (dashed lines) and ~100x (solid lines) reset resistances for each grain size (Fig 8) . Smaller grains allow for faster set when the initial reset resistance is low. Set time becomes less dependent on grain size as fewer quenched-in crystals remain in the amorphous region and reset resistance increases; crystallization is achieved through templated growth from the same number of similarly spaced crystal-amorphous interfaces. 
